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1. About the DC4JOBS project
1.1 Introduction
»DC4JOBS - Digital competences for new jobs: Young People (with fewer opportunities) fight
unemployment« is an Erasmus+ strategic partnership project for the youth sector, which promotes
digital literacy among young people and fights youth unemployment. To bridge the gap related to skill
mismatch between education and jobs, the project partners developed an interactive platform to upgrade, up-skill or re-skill digital competences of youth to meet the needs of labour market.
The consortium consists of partners, from 6 EU countries (Cyprus, Germany, Latvia, the Netherlands,
Romania and Spain) which cover a wide range of expertise. A geographical balanced representation, as
well as representation from different types of organizations to meet the needs of the project, as shown
in the distribution of tasks/roles (NGO, NPO, SME in ICT, VET Provider) sharing a particular interest for
professional development and for promoting the EU research in the field of youth.

1.2 Project products
A wide range of activities, outputs and results have been delivered during the 24 months of the project ,
ranging from a desktop survey, an interactive portal for training purposes, a selection of on-line and
face-to-face training for digital skills acquisition and a strong and structured dissemination and
exploitation strategy for sustainable results.

IO1

•Benchmark survey on digital skills-gap between young people and the labour market:
comparative report

IO2

•DC4JOBS SKILLS CHARTER AND ECO-SYSTEM OF OPEN BADGES: Benchmarks, indicators
and levels

IO3

•DC4JOBS ASSESSMENT TOOL: Building the on-line assessment tool and procedures for
self-audit-skills and external evaluation in close link with the Open Badges

IO4

•DC4JOBS PORTAL: Design of the on-line ONE-STOP-DC4JOBS-CENTRE

IO5

•DC4JOBS TOOK KIT for creating the UPSKILLING PROGRAMME and the ONE-STOPSUPPORT-CENTRE

IO6

•DC4JOBS UPSKILLING PATHWAY PROGRAMME: implementation, evaluation and
validation using the OPEN BADGES eco-system
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Intellectual Output 1 - Benchmark survey on digital skills-gap between young people and the labour
market: comparative report
The main aim of IO1 was the investigation of the current scene in partner countries in relation to key
aspects of the project: (a) the digital skills gap between the labour market and the young people with
fewer opportunities, (b) the digital needs related to employability skills of young people so that targeted
up-skilling programme is offered, (c) the current scene related to jobs and employment (data, services,
tools, etc.), (d) the provision of digital and employability training courses, (e) the EU strategies and
initiatives in the digital and youth field (ie Youth Employment initiative, Youth Guarantee, EU Solidarity
Corps etc. (f) the validation mechanisms.
Intellectual Output 2 - DC4JOBS SKILLS CHARTER AND ECO-SYSTEM OF OPEN BADGES: Benchmarks,
indicators and levels
The main aims of IO2 were: to define benchmarks and indicators for the DC4JOBS Digital/Employability
Competence Charter (framework) against which young people's current practice will be self, peer and
professionally evaluated (Stock Taking on-line) and an intervention action-plan will be offered to
monitor, record and validate achievement progress; to design the OPEN BADGES eco-system based on
the DC4JOBS Competence Charter in terms of objectives and links between the assessment tools (IO3),
structure (level, hierarchy and connections), criteria and description for issuers, graphic design,
technological integration with the e-platform and endorsement procedure.
Intellectual Output 3 - DC4JOBS ASSESSMENT TOOL: Building the on-line assessment tool and
procedures for self-audit-skills and external evaluation in close link with the Open Badges
The main aim of IO3 was to design both the procedure and the dynamic e-tool for young people to
assess their level of digital and employability skills against the Competence Charter (Framework - IO2)
presented in a two level process as a self (self-assessment questions) and external (final assessment
questions) assessment for validation (badge), which will then be analysed providing young people with
an UP-SKILLING pathway & action plan.
Intellectual Output 4 - DC4JOBS PORTAL: Design of the on-line ONE-STOP-DC4JOBS-CENTRE
The main aim of IO4 was to design the dynamic and interactive e-platform to be used for the purpose of
the project which will function as an Open Learning Environment, offering interactivity options through
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the e- DC4JOBS Academy to be set with learning opportunities, the e-EMPLOYMENT DATA BANK with
useful information, e-tools, supporting services and the e-DC4JOBS Community for mentoring, peer and
expert support, guidance and exchange of good practices.
Intellectual Output 5 - DC4JOBS TOOK KIT for creating the UPSKILLING PROGRAMME and the ONESTOP-SUPPORT-CENTRE
The main aim of IO5 was to design, develop and produce the "DC4JOBS TOOL KIT for organising the upskilling programme and setting up the on-line and in-house ONE-STOP-SUPPORT-CENTRE" which will
include the learning modules i.e. the Step-by-step Guides for digital training (if needed), the Manual
supporting the implementation and use of the e-tool, the collection of resources, EU Initiatives for Youth
and all accompanying material for the project's campaign for strategic planning and exploitation.
Intellectual Output 6 – DC4JOBS UPSKILLING PATHWAY PROGRAMME: implementation, evaluation
and validation using the OPEN BADGES eco-system
The main aim of IO6 was to design all the testing and trialing work of the project partners and the
outcomes and experiences. It is designed as a handy tool for anyone who wishes to implement the
DC4JOBS project course into their own context. DC4JOBS UPSKILLING PATHWAY PROGRAMME it’s a
guide on how to replicate the success of DC4JOBS by using the ready resources available for free.
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The DC4JOBS Digital/Employability Competence Charter (Framework) – Tree Structure

2. DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
Based on the products IO1 (Survey), IO2 (Framework), IO3 (Assessment e-tool/procedure), IO4 (onestop-support-centre, e-learning, Data Bank, Network, Community), and IO5 (Learning Modules & Tool
Box) the focus of IO6 is to design and implement an UP-SKILLING Training Programme for young people
for acquiring digital/employability skills and utilize all products.

2.1 Main objective
The present DC4JOBS UPSKILLING PATHWAY PROGRAMME acts as a guidebook for future users (young
adults or youth trainers) for implementation, evaluation and validation using the OPEN BADGES ecosystem developed within the DC4JOBS course.
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The specific objectives are:


To implement the Professional upskilling Programme for young people and utilize, test and
revise all products.



To organize ICT training (face-to-face) as needed to support young people' digital acquisition
and employability skills.



To organize and set monitoring and assessment guidelines to collect feedback, views, case
studies, observations etc., both on-line and on-paper.



To design and produce a short GUIDEBOOK for participants with all relevant information about
the project and its implementation.



To contribute the results of IO6 to the finalization of the DC4JOBS Tool Box.



To engage target group members in the project activities.



To disseminate the project's ideas and promote further continuous professional development.

2.2 Why do we need an Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
Needs


a lack of achievement of relevant and high quality skills and competences for the youth sector;



to open up youth work to cross sectorial cooperation allowing greater synergies across all fields
of actions concerning young people;



to support the transition of young people from youth to adulthood, in particular the integration
into the labour market;



to promote the development of their competences such as digital skills and media literacy,



to set quality standards, ethical and professional codes;



to reinforce links between policy, research and practice;



to promote the recognition and validation of youth work and non-formal learning at European,
national, regional and local levels.

Benefits
For Young People (YPs):


Their profiles will be developed and their competences and effectiveness will be further
enhanced.
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Their digital competences will be accredited and validated, thus promoting transparency and
transferability of new qualifications and credits, creating new prospects for their career.



Their career orientation can be improved and the skills gap (economy, market, educ) can be
bridged, as they will be more aware of the current and future needs of the economy. Better
links and opportunities with the enterprises as according to the EU shortage of ICT professionals
is enormous.



Their learning outcomes can be improved, as well as their motivation, interest and enthusiasm
due to the use of new technologies in learning.



Their response to the ability of other professionals to communicate with them in the modern
way (i.e. skype, FB, twitter, social media etc) will be positive. It will create motivation, interest
and commitment to work harder and perform better in their lives.



Young people from various backgrounds will be provided with opportunities to explore skills
deficits with regards to the bridging the gap between education-economy and labour market,
while addressing the obstacles of work load, cost and time schedule.



Their competences in the digital and employability skills will be upgraded therefore socialexclusion, inequality, inefficiency will be minimised while greater opportunities will be opening
for employment.



Relationship, communication and collaboration between young people, stakeholders, mentors
and employers will be improved through the ONE-STOP-SUPPORT-CENTRE and through the
DC4JOBS NETWORK to be set up.



More easily accessible opportunities and information will be provided to young people through
the project’s activities therefore confidence, self-esteem and willingness to perform better will
be enabled.



Better communication with YWs will be enabled, accessible and more friendly as young people
find it more easy to express themselves through the social media, rather than face-to-face
discussion.

For Youth Centres/Organisations/ YWs:


Quality of Youth Work will be enabled through the use of standards and indicators and through
the developed e-tools
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There will be an increased capacity and professionalism to work at EU/international level, with
increased management competences and strategies, reinforced cooperation with partners from
other countries, demanding collaboration in various areas and increased quality in management
of projects.



A more modern, dynamic, committed and professional environment will be created open to
learning, which can improve the performance of all staff, making them open to review and
integrate good practices, to create new synergies with high quality results.



Opportunities for connectivity across the infrastructure of all participating actors are offered
which can greatly enhance interoperability within the organisation &beyond it, via interaction
with the local authorities.

3. Preparation of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
The DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme has been designed as a blended training programme,
including:


a face-to-face course: Induction Seminar



an online course: DC4JOBS Open Learning Environment

3.1 How to promote the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
Strategies to promote the programme
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Example of Invitation letter
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3.2 Registration and participation procedures
About the target group, the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme addresses to:


young people (especially the age of 16-24 year olds);



young people, identified as a specific focus with fewer opportunities (including: social fewer
opportunities and from disadvantaged environments, rural areas - disadvantaged social
background for the young people and their families; students from vocational schools, with
lower level of education; students dealing with school abandon and with a high level of
unemployment; students from schools and leaving areas with fewer opportunities for media
and digital environments; young people/students with at least a member of the family working
abroad in foreign countries; from marginalised groups; or with less attractive career prospects);



young people with lack or having only basic digital competences.

The DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme can be used autonomous directly by the target group
mentioned or can be included in the teaching-learning or integration programmes developed by Youth
Organisations.

How to recruit the target group
In recruiting your target group you must have in mind the following aspects:


focus on the specific target group of the project (young people);



focus on the specific characteristics of the target group (fewer opportunities);



try not to bring together target group from very variated sectors or with different needs –
create homogeneous groups for a better interaction;

How to register the target group
Collect data from your target group.

Example of instrument for registration of the participants
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Example of Statement for Publication / Use of Photos / Videos / Personal Data
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Example of template of Parental Consent (for participant younger than 18 years old)
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Example of list of participants
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3.3 Setting up the Programme structure
In planning the training programme we propose 2 options:


intensive course for two weeks @6 hours/day;



long-term course @4 hours/ week for 2 months.

For both options, we suggest to structure the course delivery in a blended format: face-to-face sessions
followed by online tasks on the DC4JOBS platform.

3.4 Support Mentors
Support mentors’ role in DC4JOBS community is to support and guide users of the project online course
towards successful implementation of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme. Support mentors
can help the users during different stages of their activity in the DC4JOBS platform, such as on-line
registration, selection of learning modules, monitoring of the implementation of the programme,
guiding through the assessment procedure, solving issues.
The first group of support mentors was trained during an intensive course in Nicosia, Cyprus, during the
period 17th - 21st December 2018. The mentors who were chosen for the training have a previous
experience in the teaching and training field as well as broad knowledge of ICT tools that can be used to
support the DC4JOBS Training on Digital Competences.
If you want to join the DC4JOBS community by becoming a mentor or you are a young people interested
in the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme, please contact a mentor of your country.

Country

Name of the mentor

Email address

DE

Ammalia Podlaszewska

rsammalia86@gmail.com

DE

Dennis Ingelmann

dennis.ingelmann@gmail.com

DE

Daria Jaranowska

dj@bennohaus.info

CY

Chrystalla Thrasyvoulou

chrystalla@emphasyscentre.com

CY

Athos Charalambides

info@emphasyscentre.com

RO

Nicolae Cristian Timofticiuc

timofticiucnc@gmail.com

RO

Andreea Ionel

andreea.cleminte@euroed.ro

ES

Miguel Caneda

miguel.caneda@postal3.es

LV

Anete Ozola

ozolaanete2@gmail.com

NL

Breakthrough Foundation

haveyourbreakthroug@gmail.com
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4. Delivery of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
This chapter of the Guide support you by offering some information and support tools/presentations,
activities to prepare the delivery of the training.

4.1 Induction Seminar of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
As part of the DC4JOBS testing and implementation process, the partnership has created a structured
Induction Seminar to be used by anyone implementing a DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme.
Should a youth organisation chose so, it can organise an Induction Seminar, which will introduce its
trainers to the project, the activities to be undertaken, the learning process and the expected aim of
Training on Digital Competences in practice.
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4.2 Ice Breaker Activities - Boost the Productivity, Consolidate the Group
In the opening of the face-to-face sessions, we recommend you some introduction icebreakers to boost
the productivity and consolidate the group. Here are some examples:
Candy introductions
Candy Introductions is a get-to-know-you game that helps people learn new facts about each other in an
easy way. They select various pieces of candy from a bag, and each candy variety is associated with a
fact about themselves which they will introduce to the others. Candy Introductions can work with any
group size. The icebreaker works best when the group size is limited to 12, so if you have more than 12,
divide the larger group and run the icebreaker within the smaller sized groups. This icebreaker works
best indoors, and is well suited for classrooms or meeting rooms. Materials required are: candy with
about five different variations (colour or candy type), and an optional chalkboard/whiteboard. Pass
around the candy and tell each participant to choose anywhere from 1 to 5 pieces of anything that they
want. Instruct them not to eat it yet, though. After they have chosen their candy, you will tell them what
each candy type/colour represents.
If there is a whiteboard or chalkboard present, write on the board the following: Red – Favorited
hobbies; Green – favourite place on earth; Blue – favourite memory; Yellow -Dream job; Orange –
Wildcard (tell us anything about yourself!).
Fabulous Flags
Fabulous Flags is a useful icebreaker activity to help people convey what represents them or what is
important to them. Each person draws a flag that contains some symbols or objects that symbolizes who
they are or what they enjoy. This get-to-know-you activity is best done indoors. Any number of people
can participate.

Materials required are: several

sheets of

paper,

pens,

and

coloured
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pencils/crayons/markers. Give everyone a set amount of time to draw (e.g. 10 minutes or so) and then
reconvene. Ask for volunteers to share their flags and explain the meaning of what they drew.
Word Chains
Test memory skills and on the spot thinking with Word Chains, a highly adaptable icebreaker for smaller
groups. Players will sit in a circle and list words in a category. They must remember the words said
previously and think of unique words to add. This icebreaker challenges memory skills and is great for
players of any age. Word Chains naturally gets more difficult the longer it’s played. This means that
players will be able to take the game to their skill level organically. One variation of Word Chains is to
start the game with the phrase, “I’m going on a picnic and I’m going to bring…" Each player would add
an item to the list after listing everything that came before. Any category of object can be used for Word
Chains, such as name and hobby; name and job preference; etc.
Who’s my match?
If you’re peanut butter, where is your jelly? Which fictional police detective is the partner of David
Starsky? Which royal is married to Kate Middleton? In this introductions game, the guests at your gettogether take on the role of famous figures. Through the power of conversation they will figure out each
other’s hidden identities, and try and find their match! This game will play everyone at the party. Ten to
twenty people or so will make for a good game — but it certainly works fine for larger groups. As a
player, the aim of the game is to find the guest who owns the name tag that matches yours. If you are
Tom, you are looking for Jerry. You do this by talking to the other guests.
(source https://www.icebreakers.ws/get-to-know-you)

4.3 Introduction in the Module 1 Information & data literacy
Self-evaluation
The purpose of the self-evaluation questionnaire is to establish to witch level the young people situates
in accordance with the objectives of Module 1 - to help use correctly internet browser and effective
search techniques online, to evaluate received information and to use web tools to organise and store
online information, also to help develop search skills in the context of interested areas.
Enrol the course module and before starting the module, answer to the self-evaluation questionnaire to
graduate the questions following the four levels, starting in level 0.
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PPT presentation for the face-to-face training

Tasks for the online course
Follow on the DC4JOBS platform (https://dc4jobs.tucampusdeformacion.com) the learning contents of
Module 1.
Final evaluation
The purpose of the final evaluation questionnaire is to assess the young people level of digital and
employability skills against the Competences Charter gained through the learning contents of DC4JOBS
Module 1.
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4.4 Introduction in the Module 2 Communication & Collaboration
Self-evaluation
The purpose of the self-evaluation questionnaire is to establish to witch level the young people situates
in accordance with the objectives of Module 2 - to develop information on different aspects of digital
communication, such as sharing resources through online tools, linking with other online users,
collaborating through digital tools, interacting with and participating in communities and networks etc.
Enrol the course module and before starting the module, answer to the self-evaluation questionnaire to
graduate the questions following the four levels, starting in level 0.

PPT presentation for the face-to-face training
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Tasks for the online course
Follow on the DC4JOBS platform (https://dc4jobs.tucampusdeformacion.com) the learning contents of
Module 2.
Final evaluation
The purpose of the final evaluation questionnaire is to assess the young people level of digital and
employability skills against the Competences Charter gained through the learning contents of DC4JOBS
Module 2.

4.5 Introduction in the Module 3 Digital content creation
Self-evaluation
The purpose of the self-evaluation questionnaire is to establish to witch level the young people situates
in accordance with the objectives of Module 3 - to develop information on different digital content (text,
graphic, video, audio, more), its elements, structure and provide tools to create appropriate visual
content for digital field.
Enrol the course module and before starting the module, answer to the self-evaluation questionnaire to
graduate the questions following the four levels, starting in level 0.

PPT presentation for the face-to-face training
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Tasks for the online course
Follow on the DC4JOBS platform (https://dc4jobs.tucampusdeformacion.com) the learning contents of
Module 3.
Final evaluation
The purpose of the final evaluation questionnaire is to assess the young people level of digital and
employability skills against the Competences Charter gained through the learning contents of DC4JOBS
Module 3.

4.6 Introduction in the Module 4 Safety
Self-evaluation
The purpose of the self-evaluation questionnaire is to establish to witch level the young people situates
in accordance with the objectives of Module 4 - to develop information on different aspects of safety
with regard to risks, measures, copyrights and social media security.
Enrol the course module and before starting the module, answer to the self-evaluation questionnaire to
graduate the questions following the four levels, starting in level 0.

PPT presentation for the face-to-face training
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Tasks for the online course
Follow on the DC4JOBS platform (https://dc4jobs.tucampusdeformacion.com) the learning contents of
Module 4.
Final evaluation
The purpose of the final evaluation questionnaire is to assess the young people level of digital and
employability skills against the Competences Charter gained through the learning contents of DC4JOBS
Module 4.

4.7 Introduction in the Module 5 Problem Solving
Self-evaluation
The purpose of the self-evaluation questionnaire is to establish to witch level the young people situates
in accordance with the objectives of Module 5 - to develop the competence of identifying needs and
problems and solving abstract problems in digital environments, the use of digital tools for renewing
processes and products and keeping track of developments in digital evolution.
Enrol the course module and before starting the module, answer to the self-evaluation questionnaire to
graduate the questions following the four levels, starting in level 0.
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PPT presentation for the face-to-face training

Tasks for the online course
Follow on the DC4JOBS platform (https://dc4jobs.tucampusdeformacion.com) the learning contents of
Module 5.
Final evaluation
The purpose of the final evaluation questionnaire is to assess the young people level of digital and
employability skills against the Competences Charter gained through the learning contents of DC4JOBS
Module 5.
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4.8 Introduction in the Module 6 Employability-Soft Skills
Self-evaluation
The purpose of the self-evaluation questionnaire is to establish to witch level the young people situates
in accordance with the objectives of Module 6 - to help the students understand employability skills, to
support them in building interpersonal skills to better the ability to work with others.
Enrol the course module and before starting the module, answer to the self-evaluation questionnaire to
graduate the questions following the four levels, starting in level 0.

PPT presentation for the face-to-face training
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Tasks for the online course
Follow on the DC4JOBS platform (https://dc4jobs.tucampusdeformacion.com) the learning contents of
Module 6.
Final evaluation
The purpose of the final evaluation questionnaire is to assess the young people level of digital and
employability skills against the Competences Charter gained through the learning contents of DC4JOBS
Module 6.

5. Assessment of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme
5.1 Trainers log book
We recommend for the trainers of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme to elaborate a daily
lesson plan. The same material can be used to evaluate the contents delivered during the training, and
evaluate the impact of the activities towards the participants.
Example of daily lesson plan
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5.2 Final evaluation of the Programme
Even if you chose to organise an intensive course or a long-term course, we recommend for assessment
of the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme and the evaluation of its impact for the participants, to
use an evaluation form.
The evaluation form can include sectors like:


Evaluation of training - the quality of the overall training; the DC4JOBS Moodle platform; the
trainer’s knowledge and expertise



Training facilities – equipment



Training sessions - overall training, organisation and logistics; the interaction between the
trainer and the trainees



Impact of training



Comments/suggestions

Example of evaluation form
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5.3 Certification
The online training offers an automatically certification system based on Digital Badges. The digital
badges is a digital symbol or indicator of one’s accomplishment, skill, quality or status. These badges
have been used for setting goals, motivating behaviours, and representing and communicating
achievements in many different contexts, education being one of them.
The Open Badges System:

Name of the OB: ‘DC4JOBS OPEN
BADGES’
Main Objective: A description of
the Open Badge related to the
topic
Learning Outcomes: Linked to the
benchmark

indicators

of

the

Framework
Assessment Criteria: The criteria
to be used to assess whether the learning outcomes of all levels have been achieved and whether the
set of skills and competences of all levels have been acquired by the seniors.
Evidence: The proof and the evidence of the acquired skills will have to be specified here, i.e. quiz grade,
task (link, photo, video) etc.
Issued by: the DC4JOBS Consortium.
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For the face-to-face training see an example of certificate to be delivered to the participants.

6. Case studies
We are offering a case study as example of implementation:
 In Germany, the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme was piloted in 2 training sessions.
LONG TERM COURSE with Dennis Ingelmann

INTENSIVE COURSE with Georg Müller

1.04.-31.05.2019 CGE Office

15.-26.04.2019 Volkshochschule Erfurt

@ 3 hours/day : 8 participants

@ 6 hours/day : 8 participants

Photos from the training sessions
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Evaluation and impact
ACTIVITY

Preparation
1. Promotional materials and dissemination
- Preparation of Guide for Social Media strategy
- Selecting participants
- Info pack for the participants
2. Kick-off meeting : Ikanos platform, Facebook group
- Take a self-assessment test on the Ikanos platform;
- Join our public Facebook group of the Spring School.
3. Teaching guide for spring school
-----------During the pilot testing, each trainer started the day with the introduction of each
module and received the feedback from the students to what extent they learned in
depth about certain modules.
For the Long term course:
- Sessions overall very useful with information and tools
- Sessions with pure input over 3 hours feels very long and it is hard to
concentrate the whole time on the provided information.
- Including third party media was very beneficial
- The input was most of the time not fitting for the group.
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-

Nethertheless there were some takeaways for this group as well at least in a
sense of repeating some topics.
CV Crash course was very helpful

For the intensive course:
In the initial meeting with the students, trainer was asking the group based on 6
modules, which they would like to priorities; safety and data protection module and
content creation module.
During the course, they mentioned other modules they wanted to learn;
communication module (online survey, tools to collect datas). It was mentioned in one
module but without specific tools. Trainers tried to cover that through google forms
(survey tools).
Comments from participants:
CRM- content relationship management (check the tools).
Programming part- most of the participants were looking forward to this content
HTML, CSS, Java workshop
Data literacy structure is quite theoretical, lack of practicalities. Different operators on
search engine. Interesting for people for management position, need specialist to
implement the theory part.
Java workshop: datatype, variables, methods, function, control structure, array
Using analytic tools for website -> google analysis,(open source google analytic)
OBJECTIVES

To introduce and learn digital modules and doing practical tasks with the group:
Prioritized modules:
- Information & Data Literacy
- Communication & Collaboration in the Digital Sphere
- Digital Content Creation
- Online Safety
Least practiced modules:
- Digital Problem Solving
- Soft Skills for Jobs

EVALUATION

• Based on group demand prioritizing: safety and data protection module and content
creation module.
• During the course, the interests expanded: communication module (online survey,
tools to collect data).
• Communication and collaboration was not taught in detail. But they learnt online
survey tools, problem solving was skipped, bit of soft skills.
• Not balanced content distribution in each module, mostly for basic-intermediate
level.
•Very theoretical. e.g Data Literacy structure is quite theoretical, lack of practicalities.
•Including third party media was very beneficial this includes interviews that relates to
the topic or other videos.
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NOTES

Training and Consultation
•Nice energy in the group, the acknowledgement of teaching materials development.
•The input was most of the time not fitting for the group majority has higher
educational background and the input was very basic.
•Interesting for people for management position, need specialist to implement the
theory part.
•The need of guidance, to come over the mental barrier to start learning something
new.
•Participants prefer to learn some tools that are not easy (e.g gimp instead of online
tools e.g canva/trello).
•In the class, it was decided also by students that soft skills was not really utilised.
Problem solving module was not satisfying-> link to games to problem solving, created
for bigger groups.
Content:
• All in all is satisfactory, still was able to gain valuable knowledge.
• Extended timing for further course is required.
• Specific modules need to be introduced in detail.
• Practical knowledge that can be used in daily activity.
• Additional topic that is covered: Project management tools, programming (java
workshop), analytic tools for website.
• Adding more learning platform would be beneficial

 In Romania, the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme was piloted in 1 training session.
INTENSIVE COURSE
3-7.07.2019 Iasi, Romania
@ 6 hours per day, 30 hours in all
with 21 participants (ages 17-30; including: social fewer opportunities and from disadvantaged
environments, rural areas - disadvantaged social background for the young people and their families,
young adults dealing with school abandon or with low level of education, unemployed)
8 trainers involved
Photos from the training session
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Evaluation and impact
ACTIVITY

Preparation for the coordinator, trainers and participants
1. PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS AND DISSEMINATION
- Recruiting the participants
- Preparing the Info pack for the participants
- Preparing the course materials for the participants
2. TEACHING GUIDE
During the pilot testing, the trainer started the day with the introduction of each
module and received feedback from the students at the end of each day. The training
course was organised in 5 days, 6 hours per day, 30 hours in all.
There were 21 participants, aged between 17 – 30, who had fewer social opportunities
and came from disadvantaged environments (rural areas - disadvantaged social
background, low level of education, unemployed etc.).
The participants were told that it would be a professional ICT training for young people
aimed at facilitating transition from school to work and focused on re-skilling and upskilling of their digital skills and career guidance. They were also given the outline of
the guide and asked if they had any preferences. They replied that all modules were
interesting and agreed that they would like to go through them all.
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OBJECTIVES

To introduce and learn the DC4JOBS digital modules and do practical tasks with the
group:
- Information & Data Literacy
- Communication & Collaboration in the Digital Sphere
- Digital Content Creation
- Online Safety
- Digital Problem Solving
- Soft Skills for Jobs

EVALUATION

NOTES

The participants’ feedback shows clear strengths of the DC4JOBS course. 95.5% of the
participants found the course clear and easy to understand, grading it highly (scores of
4).
They appreciated the quality of the training as being helpful, informative and engaging
their interest. Some of them (3%) said that even if some content was well-known they
had the opportunity to perceive it from another perspective or to explain it to their
peers, which was a good way to revise.
As for the platform most of them (81%) graded it highly whereas 19% complained
about the long time needed to approve their requests to log in.
Training and Consultation
All participants stated that they felt comfortable during the course having access to
excellent equipment and being provided with useful materials; they appreciated the
pleasant, collaborative atmosphere of the course. They all agreed that the course
offered positive learning experiences in improving their digital competences and could
help them find jobs online.
As regards the trainer the participants highly appreciated his knowledge and expertise,
his support, guidance and encouragement as well as the open interaction between the
trainer and the trainees. An important feature that stands out from students’ feedback
was how much they appreciated the dynamism, the interactive nature of the course,
having to work in teams, collaborating, which helped them learn from each other and
also made learning fun. All students appreciated the opportunity to exercise their
independence in learning and to use state-of-the-art technology.
On the negative side, they suggested the course be held during the school year and
address a greater number of trainees.
Content:
• All in all is satisfactory.
• More practical tips and tasks related to daily work.
• The participants agreed that although the content was quite basic there were still
lots of things they learned (i.e. they created their LinkedIn account, which may be
useful when looking for a job).
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 In Latvia, the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme was piloted in 2 training sessions.
INTENSIVE COURSE
27.05.-07.06.2019, 20.-26.06.2019 Orge, Latvia
@ 6 hours per day
Photos from the training session
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Evaluation and impact
ACTIVITY

Module: Information&Data Literacy
Short introduction to concepts of how information is organized online and benefits of
modern search engines. During exercises students are given challenges that involve
finding ambiguous and hard to reach information online. The found information has to
be evaluated based on certain criteria and then stored in a way that is easy to browse.
Introduction to web search techniques and popular websites that provide search
services. Exercises that teach the technical functionality of special characters and text
commands in search engines. More advanced exercises that require the student
finding information fast and using available tools to recall past browsing activities.
Evaluation of online and downloaded information based on various criteria.
Determining the source and legitimacy of information using technical tools and deeper
online investigation. Discussions with students about some common sense signs that
information may be questionable.
Practice of best methods for organizing found information offline and online. Storing
information in a way that is easy to browse and future proof. Exercises that involve
downloading various types of information and storing it on student’s devices.
Examination of cloud storage services and online information organization tools.
Creation of high quality online content that passes previously discussed criteria. Usage
of linked references and citations. Reviewing the content of peers to ensure accuracy.

OBJECTIVES

Introduction to how online content accessible and practical benefits of online search
tools. Ensure that young people are able to find information fast and correctly evaluate
online content.
Introduce students to technical knowledge of how to use search services effectively.
Teach how to use available tools on devices to look up and store information. Show
how to evaluate various types of online content and choose sources that can be
trusted. Provide the best modern methods of storing and organizing information.
Practice creating high quality online content that others can verify and trust.

EVALUATION

Exercises involving finding information are evaluated based on whether correct page is
found and the student is able to explain search process.
To evaluate technical search techniques collections of found data stored in folders are
examined.
Quality of found information is evaluated using the following criteria: accuracy,
authority, objectivity, currency, coverage, and relevancy.
Information stored by students online and offline has to be organized in folders and
tagged for easy browsing.
Student created online content has to contain correctly formatted reference and
citation links.
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NOTES

Fun, modern and appealing to young people topics are used while searching to make
sure students don`t lose interest. When possible social networks tools were involved to
show how various information can influence young people every day. Students were
introduced to various online tools that they may not use every day but will have the
necessary knowledge on how to find them if they ever need them.

 In Cyprus, the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme was piloted in 1 training session.
INTENSIVE COURSE
10th – 13th June 2019 Nicosia, Cyprus
Photos from the training session
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Evaluation and impact
ACTIVITY

1. Promotional Material:
-Create invitations, leaflets to disseminate the training
-Create Facebook posts and share the posts into other platforms and especially the
https://helprefugeeswork.org
2. Preparation:
-Contact participants that they informed by the HelpRefugeesPlatform
-Create and send info pack for participants
-Create daily/weekly schedule
-Create ice breaking activity for all the participants because is important to learn each
other.

OBJECTIVES

The main objectives of the DC4JOBS Upskilling Pathway Programme are:
• Pilot test and evaluate all the results of the project (IO1-IO5)
• Engage the target group in the project activities
• To present the final results to the participants
• Use the methodology of the Open Badges for the assessment procedure
• Use the DC4JOBS Moodle Platform for the participants to enroll them in the courses
and test their knowledge prior and after the DC4JOBS Upskilling pathway programme

EVALUATION

• Most interesting modules are: Digital Content Creation, Communication and
Collaboration, Safety and Soft Skills
• During the upskilling pathway programme the participants had the opportunity to
learn also the DC4JOBS Moodle platform
• Teamwork between the mentors/trainers
• Really nice spirit and teamwork between the participants
• Participants enjoy the training and they want to repeat the procedure with more indepth modules
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NOTES

Content:
• More workshops
• Use in a more interactive way the Moodle Platform

 In the Netherlands, the DC4JOBS Up-Skilling Pathway Programme was piloted in 1 training
session.
INTENSIVE COURSE
March 2019
Evaluation and impact
ACTIVITY

Problem Solving workshops by using digital tools with different groups of young
people, in total 19 participants. Due to the date of testing we could not yet test the
online platform.

OBJECTIVES

- to test different ways of using digital tools in youth work activities
- to test different ways of problem solving during youth work activities
- to evaluate the used methods and define a method (digital) problem solving which
can be used in youth work activities as the DC4JOBS module
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EVALUATION

NOTES

- Not for everybody is it a nice challenge to solve problems at first. Quite often it
causes resistance, uncertainty and it is necessary to persevere and overcome initial
fears. Fort learning to be fun and to overcome and support the less fun parts of
learning to use the steps for digital problem solving, it can be helpful to combine online
and offline activities to experience, reflect and understand and to apply problem
solving in different ways. This can support the development of what has been learned
into a habit in the youth worker and young people's behaviour. We have included
some activity examples of offline problem solving in groups that can be used as
energizer, giving peers feedback on behaviour and to understand where personal
pitfalls are in problem solving strategies.
- Through digitalisation we have entered a fast changing new world, the digital world.
Some Youth Workers aren’t used to using digital language and digital tools and can feel
resistance. It is useful to check and chat about the needs of young people and what is
the best way to connect with them. How does the digital society work for them? What
can they do with it? How can young people use it to their benefit?
- In our very first workshop we worked with a group of young people with many
challenges in daily life. Our idea was that starting with a problem solving workshop
would support them immediately. Though when problems are huge and wide-spread,
perhaps starting with problem solving as the first part of a longer course was perhaps a
bit too much wishful thinking. Trainer/youth workers needed to break down large
problems into smaller, more manageable tasks.
- Think about the target group you work with; when the target group is coping with
huge problems opening chats about problem solving, can become more challenging.
- Working with activities and using applications on phones as part of the learning
environment brings a very nice learning attitude. A world of accessible learning
materials is always nearby. And when we grab phones regularly during activities, young
people are more and more finding their own ways to learning opportunities. By doing
this with young people together, we as educators have learned so much from young
people!
While doing youth work activities with young people we also have had the chance to
talk and/or work with our youth on the other topics from DigComp 2.1
Though the concentration of most young people of our target group is low and we
needed to implement many extra activities. The produced material of the modules is
not in all cases useful for our target group but with creativity we could teach some
topics while having time together.
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7. Annexes
Annex 1_Strategies to promote the programme
Annex 2_ Invitation letter
Annex 3_ Registration of the participants
Annex 4_ Statement for Publication/ Use of Photos
Annex 5_ Parental Consent
Annex 6_ List of participants
Annex 7_ Induction Seminar
Annex 8_Module1
Annex 9_Module2
Annex 10_Module3
Annex 11_Module4
Annex 12_Module5
Annex 13_Module6
Annex 14_ Daily lesson plan
Annex 15_ Final evaluation form
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